We demonstrate millimeter-scale optical waveguide grating antennas with unidirectional emission for integrated optical phased arrays. Unidirectional emission eliminates the fundamental problem of blind spots in the element factor of a phased array caused by reflections of antenna radiation within the substrate. Over 90% directionality is demonstrated using a design consisting of two silicon nitride layers. Furthermore, the perturbation strength along the antenna is apodized to achieve uniform emission for the first time, to the best of our knowledge, on a millimeter scale. This allows for a high effective aperture and receiving efficiency. The emission profile of the measured 3 mm long antenna has a standard deviation of 8.65% of the mean. These antennas are state of the art and will allow for integrated optical phased arrays with blind-spot-free high transmission output power and high receiving efficiency for LIDAR and free-space communication systems.
Silicon photonic phased arrays for light detection and ranging (LIDAR) and free-space communication applications [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] have garnered a great deal of interest in recent years, given the advancements in CMOS foundry processes for large-scale silicon photonic integration. Practical implementations of integrated optical phased arrays for both applications require large optical apertures to maintain a small diffraction angle and provide a large receiving area. In one-dimensional arrays, long waveguide grating antennas (WGAs), formed by patterning periodic perturbations in an integrated waveguide, have been widely explored for achieving large apertures since their length may be scaled to several millimeters [3, 4] . WGAs demonstrated to date have near-equal radiation in the upward and downward directions due to designs that do not have sufficient vertical asymmetry. Any downward antenna radiation undergoes multiple reflections in the silicon handle wafer and gives rise to a set of interference fringes in the element factor [10] of the antenna. This phenomenon decreases the output power of a phased array by over 70% when steering a beam through points of destructive interference, resulting in blind spots in the field of view (FOV).
Additionally, WGAs employed in demonstrations of largescale phased arrays have primarily been designed with uniform perturbation strength along the antenna length [1, 3, 4] . This produces an exponentially decaying emission profile in the antenna dimension, thereby reducing the effective aperture of the phased array for a given chip footprint. For receivers, the effective aperture determines the on-chip collection area; for transmitters, a large effective aperture provides a small diffraction angle for long-range applications. Therefore, employing WGAs with uniform perturbation strength can limit system capabilities, including receiver efficiency and practical propagation range.
In this Letter, a millimeter-scale unidirectional silicon nitride WGA with uniform emission is demonstrated. The antenna is implemented in a dual-layer silicon nitride waveguide. Unidirectional emission is achieved by patterning identical periodic inward perturbations in the two layers that are spatially offset in the direction of propagation. While offset perturbations have been shown for achieving unidirectional fiber grating couplers [11] [12] [13] [14] , to the best of our knowledge, this Letter is the first demonstration of millimeter-scale unidirectional WGAs that may be densely arrayed for realizing large-aperture phased arrays similar to [4] . A 3 mm long WGA designed to exhibit over 93% upward emission is presented with significant suppression of fringes in the element factor caused by reflections within the substrate. Furthermore, the perturbation strength is apodized along the length of the antenna to generate a uniform emission profile for increasing the effective aperture, compared to that provided by an exponential profile [6, 15] . The standard deviation of the measured emission intensity of the presented antenna was 8.65% of the mean.
A ray-optic schematic representation of the emission of an optical antenna in a silicon photonic chip is shown in Fig. 1(a) . Downward radiation experiences multiple reflections in the substrate before eventually being emitted upward. This creates a Fabry-Perot cavity with a transmission response that varies with angle. The effect of this cavity on the element factor may be understood by considering the behavior of a source with isotropic radiation for small ranges of angles around θ 0°( upward direction) and θ 180°(downward direction), with θ as defined in Fig. 1(a) . In this model, the ratio of the amplitudes of the isotropic radiation in the upward and downward directions is set to equal directionality defined as the percentage of total power radiated upward. If a source with d 50% is placed in the material stack-up used in this Letter [ Fig. 1(a) ], the interference fringes shown in Fig. 1 (b) appear in the element factor [10] . This decreases the transmitted or received power of a phased array by up to 5.3 dB at locations of maximum destructive interference. This interference is especially detrimental to transmit/receive (TX/RX) phased array systems, in which a total signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) reduction of 10.6 dB would be observed at certain locations in the FOV. As shown in Fig. 1(b) , power loss at blind spot locations is reduced to 0.69 dB with 93% upward directionality, corresponding to only a 1.38 dB SNR decrease in TX/ RX systems.
In order to reduce the element factor fringes, a unidirectional WGA was designed in a silicon nitride material platform. Silicon nitride is beneficial for high-power, large-aperture optical phased arrays due to the low nonlinearities [4] . Furthermore, utilizing low-index contrast waveguides easily allows for WGAs with weak perturbations formed by directly etching the waveguide without the need for a very accurate shallow etch. It is also straightforward to have multiple layers of silicon nitride [16, 17] to break vertical symmetry and realize unidirectionality, whereas having multiple layers of crystalline silicon is a significant challenge [18] . Here, two 200 nm thick silicon nitride layers with a separation gap of 100 nm were used, as shown in Fig. 2(a) . The antenna is formed by patterning periodic full-etch inward perturbations in a 1.0 μm wide waveguide. These perturbations are identical in the two waveguide layers, but spatially offset in the direction of propagation by length L o . A unidirectional emitter can be realized with two scattering elements with a λ∕4 displacement, both vertically and horizontally, to produce constructive interference in one vertical direction and destructive in the other [19] . Here, the fixed silicon nitride layer thicknesses and separation gap prevent complete constructive interference in the upward emission. Therefore, unidirectionality is achieved by determining the offset length L o which yields maximum destructive interference in the downward emission.
In order to design the WGA, each period of the grating may be decomposed into four distinct regions, I-IV, with different waveguide cross sections and associated effective indices, as illustrated in Fig. 2(a) . The effective index n full of the full-width waveguide region remains constant, while the effective indices n s and n a of symmetric and asymmetric perturbed waveguide regions, respectively, change with perturbation value p. Indices n s and n a may be calculated using an eigenmode solver and are plotted in Fig. 2(b) . The WGA presented here is designed to emit directly upward at the design wavelength of 1550 nm. Therefore, the lengths of the four waveguide regions must be chosen such that the total optical path length of a single period is equal to one wavelength as follows: where λ 0 is the design wavelength, L f and L p are the lengths of the full-width and perturbed regions, respectively, in a single waveguide layer, and L o is the length of the spatial offset between the two layers. When designing the antenna, either L f or L p can be fixed, while p and other length parameters are changed to obtain the desired perturbation strength and optimize unidirectionality. Here, L f is fixed to 500 nm. Then, for a particular value of p, the offset L o is swept across a range of values in a finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) simulation of a short section of the antenna composed of 10 periods to determine the resulting directionality. For each point in the sweep, the length L p is set to maintain the condition in Eq. (1) and can be determined by rewriting Eq. (1) as The simulation data in Fig. 2 (c) demonstrate that high upward directionality is achieved for a wide range of perturbations. This enables arbitrary apodization of the antenna emission rate, while maintaining a low extinction ratio of fringes in the element factor. A WGA with constant perturbations will emit an exponential profile that follows e −βz , where β is the perturbation strength and z is the direction of propagation along the antenna. β is determined by the perturbation value p of the antenna. For a given perturbation value, β may be approximated from the previously described FDTD simulation as βp 1 − T p∕ 10 × L f L p p, where T is the light remaining in the waveguide after 10 periods for an antenna with optimized L o . Figure 3(a) shows the perturbation strength as a function of perturbation value, along with the grating period needed to maintain Eq. (1). By changing the perturbation value, β can be altered by over two orders of magnitude.
In order to realize uniform emission throughout the antenna, the required perturbation strength profile can be calculated with the differential equation
where W z is the power of the guided light in the antenna at location z, βz is the perturbation strength at location z, and Sz is the power of the light scattered at location z. The beginning of the antenna is defined to be at x 0, and the total physical length of the antenna is defined as L 0 . If Sz is set to be uniform, Sz ≡ 1∕L; then βz is solved to be a hyperbolic function βz 1 L−z , where L is some constant such that L ≥ L 0 for βz to remain positive. For uniform emission, it is not necessary for L to equal L 0 , in which case there is some non-emitted light at the end of the antenna. This allows for tailoring the required perturbation strength profile, if a strong perturbation cannot be achieved in a given material platform. It can also be beneficial to make the perturbation strength not have a sharp change at the end of the antenna. However, if L ≠ L 0 , the percentage of power that is emitted is R L 0 0 Szdz L 0 ∕L. A 3 mm long (L 0 3 mm) unidirectional WGA with a uniform emission profile was designed with L 3.05 mm using the simulated data in Fig. 3(a) and its parameters as a function of z are plotted in Fig. 3(b) .
WGAs presented in this Letter were fabricated on a 300 mm wafer with 6 μm buried oxide (BOX) in a commercial CMOS foundry. Both 200 nm thick silicon nitride layers were deposited using a plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition process and patterned using 193 nm immersion lithography. The near and far fields of these WGAs were characterized using an imaging setup similar to that shown in [1] . The measured element factor of a 3 mm long single-silicon-nitride-layer antenna designed with uniform emission is shown in Fig. 4(a) . This antenna is vertically symmetric and, therefore, exhibits bidirectional radiation in the upward and downward directions. As expected, significant intensity variations appear in the element factor of the bidirectional antenna due to reflections within the substrate. In contrast, the unidirectional antenna with the same length exhibits a much more uniform element factor [ Fig. 4(b) ] with intensity variations remaining below 1.56 dB. Additionally, a unidirectional WGA variant, with identical design parameters but flipped in the vertical dimension, was also fabricated. This antenna directs radiation downward into the substrate, resulting in an element factor that is dominated by interference fringes due to reflections in the silicon handle wafer, as seen in Fig. 4(c) . An image of the near field of the above unidirectional antenna is shown in Fig. 4(d) . For comparison, a near-field image of a unidirectional WGA with a constant perturbation of p 82 nm is shown in Fig. 4(e) . This value of p yields a WGA with emission that exponentially decays to e −2 at z 3 mm. Plots of the emission intensity along the length of the antenna with both constant and apodized perturbation strengths are shown in Fig. 4(f) . The results from the constant β antenna show the accuracy between the simulated and expected value of β. This accuracy allows for the uniform emission antenna to work as designed and more efficiently utilize the antenna aperture. For the antenna with perturbation strength apodization shown here, the standard deviation of the radiation intensity is 8.65% of the mean.
In conclusion, we have presented the design and experiment of silicon nitride unidirectional WGAs with perturbation strength apodization for uniform emission. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first demonstration of millimeter-scale unidirectional WGAs that may be densely arrayed for constructing high-power large-aperture phased arrays for applications including LIDAR and free-space optical communications. Unidirectional emission suppresses the extinction ratio of interference fringes that appear in the element factor of optical antennas due to reflections within the silicon substrate. This mitigates the fundamental problem of decreased transmitted and received power at locations of destructive interference. 3 mm long WGAs with over 93% simulated upward directionality were demonstrated. The extinction ratio of interference fringes in the element factor was experimentally reduced to lower than 1.56 dB in these antennas. Additionally, the perturbation strength was varied along the length of the antenna to achieve uniform emission in the near field. As compared to a phased array with an exponentially decaying emission profile, one with a uniform near field provides a larger effective aperture and allows for a higher mode overlap with received plane waves. Finally, while devices demonstrated in this Letter were 3 mm long, the antenna synthesis process detailed in this report may be used to arbitrarily scale the length of the presented unidirectional uniform emission WGA design in the future.
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